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CCIB ePlatform 
The tool that allows for remote 
management and execution of any kind of event. 



Participants are welcomed by an easy and speedy check-in process for which 
they may use their social media account (LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook) or their 
Google account credentials or the platform’s own check-in feature. 

Our virtual check-In process allows participants to create their own social 
profile, including their professional interests and their best friends or mentors. 
They can also follow different campaigns.

For large virtual events, participants may obtain their own bespoke agenda, 
generated based on the preferences they entered into the system. 

VIRTUAL CHECK-IN1



LOG IN



VIRTUAL BADGE



MY PROFILE



NETWORKING LEVEL



The event’s permanent secretariat will always be available to support participants 
and respond in real time to any question they may have. 

They just have to start a chat session or a 1-on-1 video call with the secretariat, 
which will be available to participants during a specified time interval. 

The secretariat will answer their questions, guide them through the virtual event, 
help them contact any of the speakers or any of their colleagues, and assist them 
with creating their own virtual agenda. 

VIRTUAL FOYER & 
INFORMATION DESK2



VIRTUAL LOBBY



INFO DESK TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT - CHAT



INFO DESK TECHNICAL SECRETARIAT - OPTIONS



Just as in a physical event, all participants will be provided with a virtual bag (MyBag). 

The bag, which will be provided during check-in, can be used to store the brochures, catalogs or 
corporate videos distributed at the different stands, as well as their attendance certificate or any 
other document provided by the organizers. 
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VIRTUAL BAG



The virtual scientific area will contain a platform offering 
participants a range of capacity-building programs. Rather 
than an advanced information dissemination service, the 
scientific platform exploits new ways of transforming 
information into knowledge and helps participants make 
the most of the time they devote to the virtual event. 

Participants are provided with an interactive scientific 
grid that allows them to access the presentations and: 

• Watch a session in real time as it is unfolding.
• Watch completed sessions offline.
• Access a specific area where they will find Lectures, 
videos, panel Discussions and prerecorded presentations, 
both institutional and sponsored. 

Live streams can also be established: 

• With delegates physically present. 
 at the event (for hybrid on/off site events).
• From offices or private homes.
• From a fully-equipped studio.
• One single auditorium or several rooms going live in 

parallel.

INTERACTION
In plenary sessions, there can be total speaker-audience 
interactivity through a chairperson who will manage the 
questions sent in by the participants through a chat 
feature. 
Breakout sessions or workshops (ideally limited to 30 
participants) allow full speaker-audience interaction as 
the chairperson can assign delegates both audio and 
video streams to promote lively discussions. 

VOTING
Real-time voting with live on-air results will be provided. 
There will also be a possibility to decide the profiles of 
participants who can take part in the vote. 
The platform provides for encrypting of votes that must 
be held in a secure environment (eg. general assemblies) 
or those requiring a guarantee that each delegate casts 
only one vote.

SCIENTIFIC AREA4



SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM – PARALLEL ROOMS



The scientific area acts as a set top box service 
offering a range of channels/ options with a pre-
defined timetable (ie. the scientific program) 
that participants can browse. They can go to a 
specific point in a presentation by entering the 
desired minute and second.

Participants can rate speakers and their 
presentations, recommend a presentation to 
other colleagues, and send questions via Q&A’s 
or chat sessions.

They can also create their own video libraries 
where they can view the recordings at their 
leisure, mark sections or add their private 
comments on the contents of each clip and 

share them with colleagues or export them to a 
printable format. 

PRESENTATION VIDEO RECORDING
The platform incorporates a proprietary 
software that allows speakers to record their 
presentations in advance with their webcam. 
The software also allows them to use their slides 
and a time counter. Once they are finished and 
have reviewed their recording, they can upload 
it to the platform.

The scientific secretariat has full access to all 
presentations and is responsible for publishing 
them on the event program.

SCIENTIFIC AREA



AUDITORIUM - SAMPLE



 EPOSTERS / ORAL PAPERS / CASES – DETAIL SPONSORS



PRE-RECORDING - SAMPLE



The trade show is one of the mainstays of any 
congress.

Organizers typically need sponsors to defray the cost 
of the event. Companies on their part will be eager 
to participate if they can expect a positive return on 
their investment.

CCIB ePlatform brings together the interests of both 
parties creating a trade fair area where exhibitors 
can showcase their products, interact with visitors 
and create 1-on-1 meetings, as well as obtain 
statistical information on the exchanges taking place 
in their stand, which they can use to enhance their 
interactions with their visitors and maximize their 
commercial reach.

CCIB ePlatform makes available to sponsors a wide 
range of different kinds of stands of different sizes 
and functions, depending on their sponsorship level 
(platinum, gold, silver, bronze, etc). 

Delegates visiting a stand may be welcomed by the 
company representatives.

Exhibitors may choose the proactive interaction 
category, which allows them to retrieve the profile (1) 
of every delegate visiting their stand in real time and 
send them a chat invitation; or the reactive interaction 
mode, whereby delegates visiting them will get a link 
that they have to click on to request information 
about a given product. 
(1) Delegates’ profiles contain the professional details that they 
agreed to make public at the time they checked in (name, 
surname, company they work for, professional category, city, 
country, brief job description). 

Depending on whether sponsors choose the proactive 
or the reactive interaction mode, they can establish 
chat meetings or video calls where they can interact 
with any delegate interested in their products on a 
1-on-1 basis and provide them with full information 
about their products and services. 
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BOOTH – OPTIONS 



BOOTH - SAMPLE



Once delegates access a stand, a service menu is displayed on their screen which they can download to 
their virtual bag. The menu includes the following:

PDF brochures
Videos

The contents may be directly stored in the delegate’s virtual bag (MyBag) as soon as the delegate enters 
the stand. 

The platform also gives sponsors the possibility to establish a calendar of B2B meetings, to be held 
anywhere and at any time through the Hospitality Suites. 

EXHIBITION AREA



BOOTH – BROCHURE DETAIL
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BOOTH – VIDEOS DETAIL

VIDEO 1
VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO



This is an option that allows participants to access different spaces either undetected or making 
themselves visible to the other delegates visiting the same virtual space at the same time.  If selecting 
this option, participants can decide what level of interaction they wish to have with other delegates 
during their participation in the virtual event.

Apart from pre-configured social interaction functions, each virtual event includes, as standard, a 
networking room where delegates are visible and available to interact with other participants.

Our virtual platform also includes search functions and suggestions to make it easier for delegates 
to look for contacts. 

NETWORKING LOUNGE6



NETWORKING AREA – DETAIL



NETWORKING AREA – SOCIAL MEDIA



NETWORKING AREA - MATCHMAKING



CCIB ePlatform is subject to European data protection 
regulations. 

Post-event reports and statistics are indispensable 
both from a scientific and a commercial standpoint.

Scientifically, they enable organizers to: 
• Evaluate the interest shown by delegates in the 
different areas of the event.
• Quantify attendance at scientific session.
• Determine the level of networking achieved.
• Establish participant satisfaction through the results 
of the feedback forms. 

Commercially, they allow exhibitors to maximize their 
business opportunities in real time by analyzing the 
profiles of the delegates visiting their stand.

The statistics generated by the platform provide 
information on the delegates’ interests, which 

organizers can use to adapt and improve the dynamics 
and the format of the event. In this way, sponsors 
make sure that in future editions they can obtain 
a higher return on their investment through the 
contacts generated at their stand and/or the activities 
organized during the event.
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PRE-EVENT
• Support to organizers.
• Delegate registration area tailored to 
 each specific event.
• Design of client-specific corporate 
 landing page.

DURING THE EVENT
• Support to organizers.
• Development and real-time monitoring of  
 all the features a sponsor has signed up for.
• Coordination and management of webinars.
• Vote management.
• Adaptation of chat and virtual meeting tools 
   to the requirements of each specific event.

POST-EVENT
• Automated reports are issued to organizers       
and sponsors segmented into overall attendance; 
attendance at specific sessions; poster sessions 
and/or oral paper sessions; most visited areas; 
number of networking chat sessions completed; 
connection time; hourly visitor flow curves, etc.
• A debriefing session with the organizers will be 
held.

The CCIB provides speakers with a fully-fledged support team in charge
of ensuring the success of every broadcast.
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www.ccib.es / ccib@ccib.es / @CCIB_Forum / Plaça de Willy Brandt, 11-14, 08019, Barcelona


